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PRINCIPLES AND PULES FOR RED CROSS DISASTER RELIEF

General Provisions

1. The present Rules apply to disasters, that is to 
situations resulting from natural or other calamities.

2. The Red Cross in its endeavour to prevent and alleviate 
human suffering, considers it a fundamental duty to 
bring relief to all disaster victims.

3. It is the duty of National Societies to prepare 
themselves to give assistance in the event of a 
disaster.

In view of the solidarity binding them together they 
shall help one another when faced with a situation 
exceeding their resources.

In assisting each other in this way, while respecting 
the independence of each of them and the sovereignty of 
the stricken country, National Societies contribute to 
the strengthening of friendship and peace among 
peoples.

4. Prevention of disasters, assistance to victims and 
reconstruction are first and foremost the 
responsibility of the public authorities. In 
principle Red Cross help is of auxiliary and 
complementary nature and operate basically in the 
emergency phase. However, if circumstances require and 
provided the Red Cross is assured of the necessary 
resources and means, it may undertake longer-term 
assistance programmes.



Ways and Means of
Assistance

5. Red Cross assistance to the victims is given free of 
charge and without any distinction as to nationality, 
race, religion, social condition or political opinion. 
It is made available on the basis of the relative 
importance of individual needs and in the order of 
their emergency.

Red Cross relief is administered with care and its 
utilisation is the subject of precise reports.

Coordination 6. Considering that assistance to disaster victims 
requires coordination both at the national and 
international levels, the Red Cross, whilst remaining 
true to its Principles, should, in the implementation 
of its programme, endeavour to take into account the 
help given by other national and international 
organisations.

National
Relief Plan

Organi and Preparation at the National Level

In order to cope with the effects of 
country should have a national plan outlining an
effective organisation of relief. If such a plan does 
not exist, the National Society should instigate its 
establishment.

The national plan shall assign to all sections of the 
community - public services, Red Cross, voluntary 
agencies, social welfare organisations and qualified 
persons - precise tasks in the fields of disaster 
prevention, relief and reconstruction.

Management of 
the Plan

8. To ensure rapid mobilisation as well as complete and 
effective use of material and personnel resources, the 
national plan should envisage coordination through the 
establishment of a centralised direction. Such central 
direction should be able to provide precise and 
official information on the effects of a disaster, its 
evolution and the needs.

Participation 
of the Red Cross

9. The extent of the Red Cross relief programme depends on 
the responsibilities delegated to the National Society 
by its government or by the national relief plan. As a 
general rule, the Red Cross programme is limited to the 
provision of: first aid, medical and nursing care, 
food supplies, clothing, shelter, services for the 
prevention of epidemics, including health education, 
social welfare, tracing services and other forms of 
emergency assistance.
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Preuaration 10. Each National Society must prepare itself to assume the 
responsibility devolving on it in the case of disaster. 
It must establish its own plan of action, adapt its 
organisation accordingly, recruit, instruct and train 
the necessary personnel, and ensure the availability of 
the reserves in cash and kind which it might need in 
the emergency phase of a relief operation.

Agreements on
Mutual Assistance

League Technical
Assistance

11. The League of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies will 
endeavour to assist National Societies with their 
organisation and preparedness for relief actions, in 
particular by offering them the services of technicians 
and contributing to the instruction and training of 
their personnel. It will encourage and facilitate 
exchanges of information between Societies so that the 
experience of some will be of benefit to others.

12. National Societies should endeavour to conclude 
agreements on mutual assistance in the event of 
disaster, with the National Societies of neighbouring 
countries. The League shall be informed.

Exemptions and
Other Facilities

13. National Societies should make every effort to obtain 
facilities from governmental or private transport 
services in their countries for the rapid transport, 
whenever possible free or at reduced rates, of relief 
supplies, including goods in transit, for disaster 
victims.

National Societies should also endeavour to obtain from 
their governments exemption from all taxes and customs 
duties concerning the entry into the transit through 
the country of funds and relief supplies intended for 
the victims of disasters.

Furthermore, they should seek to obtain travel 
facilities and the quick granting of visas for Red 
Cross personnel taking part in relief operations.
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International Assistance

Role of the
League

14. The League acts as the information centre for the Red 
Cross regarding situations caused by disaster and 
coordinates at the international level the assistance 
provided by National Societies and the League or 
channelled through them.

Initial
Information

14A. To enable the League to act as the disaster information 
centre, National Societies shall immediately inform it 
of any major disaster occurring within their country, 
including data on the extent of the damage and on the 
relief measures taken on the national level for 
assisting victims. Even if the National Society does 
not envisage appealing for external assistance, the 
League may, after having obtained clearance from the 
National Society, send a representative to the spot to 
gather the information it needs.

Request for Assistance 
and Appeal

15, Any request from a National Society of a stricken 
country for international assistance shall be addressed 
to the League. Such 
available information 
number of persons to 
quantities of relief 
priority by the National Society to carry out 
specific responsibilities.

a request must contain all 
on the general situation, the 
be helped and the nature 
supplies needed in order

and 
of 
its

whenOn receipt of such a request, the League will, 
conditions call for it, launch an appeal to all 
National Societies - or, depending on the 
circumstances, to a certain number of them - containing 
all necessary information on the disaster and on the 
special conditions of the country. No appeal will be 
launched by the League without a request from the 
National Society of the stricken country or without its 
agreement.

The League can, however, take the initiative to offer 
special assistance, even though the National Society 
has not asked for it. The National Society will 
consider such offers with urgency and goodwill, bearing 
in mind the spirit in which they are made.

Regular
Communication 
of Information

16. The National Society of the stricken country will keep 
the League informed on the development of the 
situation, the relief given and the needs still to be 
met. This information will be communicated to the 
National Societies to which the appeal has been made.
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Information on
Assistance

Collections Abroad

League Liaison Officer

17. When, as a result of a League appeal or as a result of 
mutual agreement or other special circumstances, a 
National Society gives assistance to the Society of a 
stricken country it will immediately inform the League. 
Such information will contain the amount of gifts in 
cash and all available data on gifts in kind, including 
quantity, value and means of transportation.

18. Unless there is a previous agreement, the National 
Society of a stricken country will not try to obtain, 
either directly or indirectly, funds or any other form 
of assistance in the country of another Society and 
will not permit its name to be used for this purpose.

19, When a National Society is in receipt of international 
assistance, the League will assign to this National 
Society a liaison officer or a team of delegates, whose 
name or names will be communicated to it as rapidly as 
possible and whose number will depend on the magnitude 
of the disaster.

The chief delegate will be responsible for the 
judicious and effective utilisation of the team of 
experts with a view to helping the National Society 
with such activities as the reception, warehousing and 
distribution of relief supplies received from abroad, 
information, communication and with all other 
activities that will contribute to the effectiveness 
both of the relief operation itself, undertaken by the 
National Society involved, and of the assistance of 
sister Societies.

All staff assigned by the League will have the task of 
assisting the National Society and not of taking over 
its basic responsibilities.

The chief delegate should be given all facilities to 
send to the League by the most rapid means all the 
information likely to enable it to back up its appeals 
to National Societies and inform them as fully as 
possible on the needs resulting from the disaster and 
then on the use made of the relief received. He should 
advise the National Society concerned of the measures 
taken and foreseen both by the League and the National 
Societies which are giving it their support.

20. A National Society which benefits from the assistance
of sister Societies will give the League liaison 
officer the opportunity to see on the spot the use made 
of the gifts received. ?
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Accounting and auditing 
for joint or separate 
League and/or ICRC 
operations and programmes

20A. National Societies receiving gifts from sister 
Societies, the League, the ICRC or any other source in 
the context of a joint or separate League and/or ICRC 
operation or programme must conform to the following 
rules as regards accounting:

Gifts in cash

The operating Society shall be reminded of the 
provisions of the "Principles and Rules for Red Cross 
Disaster Relief", and that in the interests of sound 
financial administration donors oblige the League/ICRC 
to require that the National Society's accounts 
relating to the operation/programme be audited at 
intervals as decided in the interest of the 
operation/programme by auditors designated or approved 
by the League/ICRC. A final audit will be required 
upon completion of all operations/programmes. The cost 
of the audit work will be met from the funds available 
for the operation/programme.

The operating Society shall open in its own name a 
special bank account whose sole purpose shall be to 
receive all the funds and cover all the expenditure of 
the operation/programme and which shall not be used for 
any other of the Society's normal transactions.

The operating Society shall render a monthly account of 
the funds held by it for the operation/programme 
showing: opening balance brought forward from the 
previous month; income from all sources during the 
current month; actual disbursements during the month; 
and the closing balance for the month. The further 
information required for the following month comprises: 
anticipated income, an estimate of expenditure and cash 
requirements. The League/ICRC would in that way be 
prepared to give consideration to making an appropriate 
supplementary advance in cash.

The expenditure charged to the operation/programme 
shall be shown in a detailed monthly statement which, 
together with copies of vouchers for all amounts 
debited and a recapitulatory statement from the bank, 
shall be sent promptly to Geneva.

The delegate responsible for contact with the operating 
Society shall be given a copy of the Society's 
financial reports and shall keep himself informed on 
the progress of the operation/programme. He -shall 
examine the financial situation in the light of his 
knowledge of the conduct of the operation/programme.
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Gifts in kind

Where gifts in kind are made, a statement of the stocks 
showing the origin and use made of such contributions 
shall be submitted monthly and upon completion of the 
relief operation.

Representatives of
Donor Societies

21. Donor Societies which desire to send representatives 
to the spot, particularly to collect information 
material for the public supporting the relief action in 
their country, shall obtain the previous agreement of 
the central headquarters of the National Society of the 
stricken country. They should keep the League 
informed.

Execution entrusted 22. When the administrative organisation of the Society in
to the League the stricken country does not enable it to meet the 

situation, the League may, at the request of that 
Society and with its cooperation, assume the local 
direction and execution of the relief action.

Foreign Personnel 23, Personnel provided by donor Societies will be placed 
under the direction of the National Society of the 
stricken country or of the League, when the direction 
and execution of the relief operation have been 
entrusted to it.

Unsolicited
Reiief Supplies

Donating Supplies 
while Receiving 
Assistance

24. If a National Society wishes to send relief supplies 
which are not mentioned in the appeal launched by the 
League, it shall first obtain the agreement of the 
National Society of the stricken country or of the 
League. When there has been no appeal from the League, 
but a National Society nevertheless wishes to send 
relief supplies to the Society of a stricken country, 
the previous agreement of that Society is also required 
and the League shall be informed.

In the absence of such an agreement, the receiving 
National Society is free to use unsolicited relief 
supplies at its own discretion, without being bound by 
the provision of the third paragraph of Article 25.

24A. A National Society in receipt of international 
assistance needed in its own country shall not 
contribute assistance of a similar nature to a -sister 
Society without the prior authorisation of the League.
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How to use Gifts 25. Gifts sent to a National Society may only be used for 
the purpose designated and will serve in the first 
place to give direct assistance to the victims.

A beneficiary Society may in no event use cash gifts 
received to cover its administrative expenses included 
in its ordinary budget, nor may a beneficiary Society 
transfer cash gifts donated to it to another 
organisation or group for use by that organisation or 
group.

If in the course of a relief operation it is necessary 
to sell or exchange a part of the goods received, the 
donors - or the League which represents them - will be 
consulted. The funds or goods thus obtained may only 
be used for the relief action.

Relief Surplus 26. Goods or funds remaining on hand after the termination 
of a relief action shall not be used or expended except 
pursuant to an agreement between the National Society 
of the stricken country and the League after 
consultation by the League with the donor Societies 
concerned. Such an agreement might include the return 
of the goods or the funds to the donor Societies.

Transmission and
Forwarding of Relief

27. Assistance donated by a National Society to a stricken 
country will always be sent through Red Cross channels, 
either direct to the National Society or through the 
intermediary of the League. Funds sent to the League 
will be specifically earmarked for the disaster for 
which they are contributed and will either be sent to 
the National Society of the stricken country or, with 
its concurrence, utilized by the League according to 
the needs of the relief operation.

National Societies and the League may agree to transmit 
to a stricken country relief from non-Red Cross 
sources. In such cases, however, the relief will be 
utilized by the National Society or, with its 
concurrence, by the League in conformity with the 
present rules.
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Final Provisions

Special Cases

Obiigations

28. Every disaster relief operation carried out in a 
country where there is war, civil war, or internal 
disorders, shall be regulated by the provisions of the 
Agreement of April 25th 1969 between the ICRC and the 
League.

29. A National Society which accepts spontaneous or special 
assistance is bound to conform to the obligations laid 
down in the present "Principles and Rules" even though 
it has not requested assistance within the terms of the 
first paragraph of Article 15.

XXIst, XXIIna, XXIIIrd, XXIVth International
Conferences of the Red Cross, Istanbul (1969), Tehran 
(1973), Bucharest (1977) and Manila (1981).
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ANNEX

PRINCIPLES AND RULES FOR DISASTER RELIEF

EXTRAIT FROM DECISIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 111 rd SESSION OF 
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE LEAGUE, GENEVA, 8-11 OCTOBER 1983

DECISION 15

REVISION OF "PRINCIPLES AND RULES FOR DISASTER RELIEF"

ARTICLE 14 AND ARTICLE 5

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,

APPROVES THAT:

1. THE FOLLOWING BE ADDED TO THE LAST SENTENCE OF THE 
EXISTING ARTICLE 14 "INITIAL INFORMATION" OF THE 
PRINCIPLES AND RULES FOR DISASTER RELIEF:

"WHEN DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO 
OBTAIN SUCH PRIOR CLEARANCE IMMEDIATELY, THE LEAGUE 
SHOULD SPARE NO EFFORTS TO SECURE THE REQUIRED 
CLEARANCE IN THE SHORTEST TIME POSSIBLE."

2. A NEW PARAGRAPH BE ADDED TO ARTICLE 5 TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

"RED CROSS RELIEF IS ADMINISTERED WITH ECONOMY, 
EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS AND ITS UTILISATION IS 
THE SUBJECT OF REPORTS, INCLUDING AUDITED ACCOUNTS 
OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE, REFLECTING A TRUE AND FAIR 
VIEW OF ITS AFFAIRS."

RECOMMENDS TO THE NEXT MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
OF THE RED CROSS TO ADOPT THESE AMENDMENTS.


